The Morning After
Saturday 20 May 2017

supper club MOOCOW
ARTY FARTY
MOOCOW presented their art inspired evening ARTY FARTY - no
hockney no picasso not even a warhol masterpiece just off the wall
dishes, stimulating beverages and creations to be admired! MOOs
were greeted with a glass of bubbles as they
made their way into the ‘art studio’ to try their
hand at life drawing! throughout the evening
delicious dishes were inspired by and
presented to represent famous art works - no
pressure from mikee - ex-head of art at a
leading independent school!

HIGHLIGHTS
life drawing session to kick the
evening off courtesy of life
model isabelle l’amour
winning sketch by kuki
waterstone
scallops served on a canvas
iceball arty farty cocktail
thanks to quay arts for the
loan of the art easels
thanks to cowes enterprise
college for the art paper

MARK ROTHKO

BEN NICHOLSON

JACKSON POLLOCK

although rothko himself refused to
adhere to any art movement, he
is generally identified as an
abstract expressionist - he is one
of the most famous postwar
american* artists (*rothko was
born in russia) - his most famous
works are based on blocks of
colour

was a british painter of abstract
compositions (inspired by post
impressionism and cubism),
landscape and still-life

an american painter and a major
fi g u r e i n t h e a b s t r a c t
expressionist movement - he was
well known for his unique style of
drip painting

MOOs were served crab and
lobster balls on a bed of vibrant
red tomato relish topped with a
coloured flatbread:

MOOs were presented scallops
with a pea puree and cumin foam
served on a canvas pollock stylie
june 1937

his cubism paintings
were interpreted into
presenting squares
of food: - slow roasted pork belly
with square potatoes and cubes
of vibrant vegetables
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ANDY WARHOL

SALVADOR DALI

an american artist, director and
producer who was a leading
figure in the visual art movement
known as pop art - one of his best
known works is the silkscreen
painting campbell’s soup cans
1962:

a prominent spanish surrealist
artist - his expansive artistic
repertoire included film, sculpture,
and photography, in collaboration
with a range of artists in a variety
of media

MOOs were not presented with
tomato soup but a trio of meat
sticks with a trio of sauces
dished up in ramekins made to
look like campbell soup cans!

he is best known for the striking
and bizarre images in his
surrealist work:

dream caused by the flight of a bee
around a pomegranate a second before
awakening 1944

the surrealism
was represented
with a whole
mackerel fillet
skewered on a
bed of bean and
pomegranate
salad:

BANKSY

CAUGHT ON
CAMERA?

FUTURE EVENTS:
10.06.17 supperclub THE BIG EASY

an anonymous england-based
graffiti artist, political activist and
film director of unverified identity banksy’s works of political and
social commentary have been
featured on streets, walls, and
bridges of cities throughout the
world:

girl and balloon - arguably
banksy’s most famous work
appeared on a wall of a stairway
in london in 2002

food for the soul: celebrate new
orleans - a sultry tipsy euphoria of
the deep south - live: jukebox jazz
25.06.17 MOOCOW 5th ANNIVERSARY

this image was replicated on a
white chocolate cheesecake with
a fresh strawberry as the balloon

celebrate in style with a chilled
sunday afternoon in the sun - chillout
music, cocktails, food cooked over
the outside firepit
30.06.17 MOOMALICIOUS evening

start the round the island race
weekend off in style with a MOO
night of MOOmalicious tapas
girl and balloon 2002
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